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with the amount of distractions increasing on the road, comes the increased possibility of human
error car accidents. echomaster integrated safety solutions make any driving situation easier and
safer. with multiple mounting options available, drivers can work with an authorized echomaster

dealer to design the multi-camera solution that meets their needs and blends in seamlessly to create
a clean oem appearance. for automated data collection, the crxvision device is equipped with the
latest software and hardware, including easy-to-use interfaces, that allows the user to efficiently
collect and analyze data and results. because of its streamlined interface, the crxvision device is
extremely user friendly, maximizing the efficiency of your staff. using the crxvision to monitor a

large building such as a commercial or industrial facility is a great choice. the crxvision has a great
range, can be installed in multiple locations, and has a wide viewing angle. it can also be used to

monitor the interior of an aircraft for safety. driving while distracted is one of the main causes of car
accidents, with more than 5 million motor vehicle accidents every year caused by driver inattention.
while safety features like the one that's on the aussie, are limited to a single driver, the combined

vision system from the amplus is a solution for drivers who want to monitor every seat in their
vehicle to help prevent accidents. as an inspection tool, the crxvision is very efficient. as a multi-

camera inspection solution, it offers a wide viewing angle and high resolution. its combination of a
smart camera, a mobile communications module and an intuitive software interface make it an easy

to use, user friendly solution that is a great fit for any industrial facility.
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The Driver WiFi has the ability
to customize the camera

settings via the control panel.
This enables you to keep a

camera where it is most
needed and at the right level
of brightness. Whenever the
camera is facing up or down,

the camera automatically
adjusts the lighting. There is
no need to modify the lights

manually. The adjustment will
work all the time and no
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matter where the device is
situated. The X-VISION's
integrated infrared (IR)

technology provides
enhanced night driving and
rear-view parking assist.The

windshield IR strip is included
as standard in the X-VISION
and is integrated into the
windscreen, which can be

easily removed and installed
when needed. The windshield

IR strip has a battery-
operated emitter which

projects infrared light in the
direction of oncoming traffic
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from the front of the vehicle.
The emitter sends a burst of
infrared light which enables
the X-VISION to detect and
detect the distance to the

vehicle's driver and
passenger in the rear viewing
position.The infrared emitter
is visible at night and its line-
of-sight angle of view covers

approximately 50% of the
total interior area of the

vehicle. The new CRxVision is
the only desktop computed
radiography scanner that
offers to create customer
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engineered clamping and
storage. This allows the lab to
quickly customise the system

to fit their unique needs.
When you install this high-

resolution computed
radiography scanner, it is

extremely easy to create the
customized inspection plate

loading pattern and
specialised plate for your

customer's unique
application. In addition to the
affordable purchase price of
the CRxVision, our service

offers continuous support and
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technical assistance
throughout the entire life

cycle of the system. We are
committed to helping you

enhance the quality of your
workflow and your efficiency
to increase your bottom-line.
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